I. INTRODUCTION: RELIGION AND SCIENCE IN AMERICA

Depending on which side of the chasm they inhabit, many Americans view the so-called conflict thesis as either the nation’s Genesis account or in its DNA. This thesis pits religion versus science in all matters personal and political. “As for science and religion generally,” historian Kathleen M. Sands writes about the United States today, “a majority of Americans think they are incompatible, and about 30 percent consider science incompatible with their personal religious beliefs.”

This is nothing new. Among its founders, the United States had its ministers of faith like John Witherspoon and leaders of science like Benjamin Franklin—both signers of the Declaration of Independence. In that foundational document, the founders sought to bridge the gap with the artful reference to “the Laws of Nature and of Nature’s God,” but generalities only go so far. By the first presidential election featuring political parties in 1800, Federalists promoted its candidate, John Adams, as a defender of the faith and damning his opponent, Thomas Jefferson, as guided by science to treasure liberty and denounced Adams as promoting religious bigotry. By the late 1800s, two influential American books, John William Draper’s *History of the Conflict between Science and Religion* (1874) and Andrew Dickson White’s *History of the Warfare of Science with Theology in Christendom* (1896), set the conflict thesis in stone. The 1925 trial of John Scopes for teaching evolution in a Tennessee public school
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propelled it into the twentieth century while ongoing partisan disputes over issues from the naturalness of sexual orientation to climate change policies carry it forward today.

The conflict persists because America is at once “the greatest scientific nation in the world” and a fundamentally religious country where four in five citizens profess to believe in God. As an antitheses-of-Trump candidate and incumbent president during his first 100 days, Joe Biden has sought to bridge the gap and unify America through living by faith while leading with science.

II. PRESIDENT JOE BIDEN: LIFE OF FAITH

The faith part comes from his deep Catholic religious and cultural roots. A descendent of Irish Catholic immigrants and product of parochial schools, Biden speaks of how nuns taught him to read, write, and do math. “The nuns,” he wrote in his 2007 memoir, “are one of the reasons I’m still a practicing Catholic.” Biden attends mass weekly and on Catholic holy days of obligation. He wears rosary beads. “All of the good things that have happened,” Biden told a national audience on The Late Show with Stephen Colbert, “have happened around the culture of my religion and the theology of my religion.”

Following tradition, Biden began his public activities on inauguration day by attending church – but in his case at a Catholic cathedral rather than the Episcopal Church near the White House. In one form or another, he invoked religion over ten times during his inaugural address on January 20, beginning with the words, “We come together as one nation, under God.” He repeated his campaign pledge “to restore the soul … of America.” He spoke of the path toward unity, “History, faith, and reason show the way.” He quoted Saint Augustine, “a saint of my church,” and the Bible. He led a silent prayer for those lost in the pandemic, ending with his audible, “Amen.” He urged Americans to “add our work and prayers to the unfolding story of our nation,” and spoke of being
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“Sustained by faith” for the tasks ahead,” before closing with the ritualistic, “May God bless America and may God protect our troops.”

Appeals to faith continued throughout Biden’s first 100 days. Less than a week after taking office, for example, upon signing an executive order on racial equity, Biden invoked the biblical Golden Rule, “We’re all God’s children; we should treat each other as we would like to be treated ourselves.” At the National Prayer Breakfast on February 4, Biden related images of the pandemic, natural disasters, political extremism, racial turmoil, and domestic terrorism. “For so many in our nation this is a dark, dark time,” he said. “So where do we turn? Faith, Kierkegaard wrote, faith sees best in the dark. I believe that to be true. For me, [in] the darkest moments faith provides hope and solace, provides clarity and purpose as well. It shows the way forward.” On February 14, Biden reestablished the White House Office of Faith-Based and Neighborhood Partnerships created under President George W. Bush but allowed to lapse under President Trump.

Biden’s life of faith can appeal even to those who question his policies on religious grounds. Despite objecting to his stance on abortion rights, Biden won a first-time endorsement from John Carr, Director of the Initiative on Catholic Social Thought and Public Life. “Biden’s appeal to those people like me is personal—who he is, what he believes, where he comes from, what he says,” Carr explained. “Biden is a deeply committed Catholic in a way that Kennedy never was,” the conservative Christian presidential historian Gary Scott Smith notes with reference to the nation’s only other Catholic president. “It’s going to play a role in how he governs.” Perceptions matter in politics. Reporters noticed a picture of the president with Pope Francis on the credenza behind Biden as he signed an executive order restoring federal funding for family planning groups that also provide abortion services.

III. THE BIDEN ADMINISTRATION: LEAD WITH SCIENCE

On more prominent display in the Oval Office than the small photo of Pope Francis is the Duplessis portrait of the legendary founder-scientist Benjamin Franklin now hanging prominently near the Resolute Desk. To emphasize his
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pledge “to lead with science,” Biden installed this iconic painting to replace the one of the slaveholding and Indian-killing nationalist known for his toughness, Andrew Jackson, which Trump had placed there. Other evidence of the lead-with-science part of his religion-and-science two-step was evident during Biden’s first 100 days.

One week after the inauguration, the popular science magazine Scientific America reported, “Since taking office on January 20, President Joe Biden and Vice President Kamala Harris have signaled a clear commitment to science and pledged sweeping initiatives to reestablish and elevate its role in the federal government.” The article listed numerous prominent scientists named by Biden to hold key policy posts in his administration. Also noting these nominations in a February 3 editorial and stressing their contrast with those of the Trump administration, the premier academic science journal Nature commented, “It’s a relief to see so much expertise back in government.”

Declaring, “The Federal Government must be guided by the best science and be protected by processes that ensure the integrity of Federal decision-making,” Biden issued an Executive Order on his first day as president directing an immediate government-wide review of all federal actions taken during the prior administration to ensure compliance with this mandate. A week later, he followed with an Executive Memorandum stating, “It is the policy of my Administration to make evidence-based decisions guided by the best available science and data,” and directing all federal agencies to “expeditiously update any agency policies, processes, and practices issued or published” under the Trump administration not following this policy. On the same day, January 27, Biden signed an Executive Order creating a President’s Council of Advisors on Science and Technology (“PCAST”). He tapped pioneering MIT mathematical geneticist Eric Lander to serve as Assistant to the President for Science and Technology
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(or “Science Advisor”) and raised the post to a cabinet-level position for the first time. Trump had left the post empty for eighteen months.25 Lander will also direct the White House Office of Science and Technology Policy (“OSTP”).

Reviewing Biden’s initial appointments to the OSTP and PCAST, Nature called it “a stellar science team” with “a once-in-a-generation opportunity to bring a fresh, cohesive and inclusive perspective on science policy.”26 The professional website, Genetic Engineering and Biotechnology News, hailed it as “the Science Dream Team.”27 In a speech unveiling its members, Biden stated to the American people, “This is a team that is going to help restore your faith in America’s place in the frontier of science and discovery.”28

Beyond these initial moves, over the first one hundred days, Biden continued to put science at the center of his administration’s policies. When asked on March 25 at his first press conference about how his administration would deal with China, Biden stressed fair competition and led off with science:

First, we’re going to invest in American workers and American science. I said that all through the campaign and I say it again. And we’re – and I’m setting up my administration to be able to do that, which is that, you know, back in the ‘60s, we used to invest a little over 2 percent of our entire GDP in pure research and investment in science. Today, it’s 0.7 percent. I’m going to change that. We’re going to change that.

The future lies in who can, in fact, own the future as it relates to technology, quantum computing, a whole range of things, including in medical fields. And so what I’m going to do is make sure we invest closer to 2 percent.”29 Even more that his words about scientific integrity and naming of top science advisors, this pledge of future funding marked the Biden Administration’s commitment to lead with science.

IV. CONCLUSION: FAITH AND SCIENCE

A telling example of how Biden balances religion and science appeared in his cover letter for the administration’s signature report, National Strategy for the Covid-19 Response and Pandemic Preparedness, issued one day after he took office. In the letter, Biden began by reminding readers that, in his inaugural address, “I offered a prayer for the 400,000 Americans and counting who have lost their lives this past year from the once-in-a-century pandemic in our midst.” He
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went on to state that, “For the past year, we could not turn to the federal government for a national plan to answer prayers with action – until today.” That action, he noted, that answer to prayer, “will be driven by scientists and public health experts who will regularly speak directly to you, from political interference as they make decisions strictly on science and public health alone.” Live by faith, lead with science. With this balance, President Biden hopes to unite a divided nation.